
KEY FEATURES

> Get hybrid tactile and touch control to 
speed up recording, editing, mixing, and 
monitoring tasks

 › Take control of your favorite audio and 
video software, including Pro Tools, 
Media Composer, Logic Pro, Premiere 
Pro, Cubase, and more

 › Make precision adjustments with high-
quality surface controls and displays:

 › 8 touch-sensitive, motorized faders

 › 8 touch-sensitive, assignable channel 
encoders

 › 8 track color switches/soft keys

 › Solo, Mute, and Record/Automation 
keys on each channel

 › 8 high-resolution OLED displays

 › Gain intelligent touch workflows with the 
Avid Control app on your iOS or Android 
tablet:

 › High-res metering, including gain 
reduction

 › Up to 9.1 surround panning control

 › Full monitoring control, including 
speaker cuts and cues

 › EQ, dynamics, and pan function 
graphs

 › Soft Keys for one-touch access to 
hundreds of software functions

 › Connect up to four S1s and/or Avid Dock 
to create an extended integrated surface

Get the unparalleled speed, rich visual feedback, and software 

integration of Avid’s high-end consoles in a slimline surface that’s an 

easy fit for any space or budget. Avid® S1 gives you deep hands-on 

control of your favorite audio and video software. Together with the 

free Avid Control app for iPad and Android tablets, it provides great 

ergonomic efficiency, easy touch workflows, and Avid S6-style metering 

and processing views, so you can navigate large sessions quickly, mix 

more intuitively, and turn around better sounding mixes fast.

GET MASSIVE POWER IN A SMALLER SURFACE

While Avid S1 fits easily between your display and keyboard, it packs a lot of 

mixing power into its small surface. From motorized faders and knobs that 

respond to your touch, to fast-access touchscreen workflows and Soft Keys 

that enable you to perform complex tasks with a single press, S1 provides the 

speed and versatility to accelerate any music, audio post, or video project. 

GET UNMATCHED SOFTWARE INTEGRATION

S1 is powered by EUCON™, Avid’s high-speed Ethernet control protocol that 

delivers deep hardware/software integration, giving you full touch and tactile 

access to a host of Avid and third-party software functions and controls. You 

can even switch between multiple applications—and workstations—at the 

touch of a button, providing the most fluid editing and mixing experience.

GAIN EXTENSIVE INSIGHT INTO YOUR MIX

S1 not only features high-resolution OLED displays, it integrates with the free 

Avid Control app on your tablet, providing rich visual feedback to enhance 

your workflow. From track names, parameter values, and automation, to 

S6-style monitoring, metering, and channel processing views, you get the 

comprehensive feedback of a high-end console in a versatile surface for the 

budget-minded.

SCALE THE SURFACE TO YOUR NEEDS

Need more faders? Connect multiple S1 units together to create an extended, 

fully integrated control surface that provides more tactile control to handle 

larger mixes. You can even connect Avid Dock to S1 to have dedicated 

transport controls, a jog wheel, focus fader, and more at your fingertips. 

SUPPORTED EUCON-ENABLED APPLICATIONS*

AVID S1
Mix big in any space

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT

avid.com/S1

 › Avid Pro Tools® 
 › Avid Pro Tools | Ultimate 
 › Avid Media Composer® 
 › Avid Media Composer | Ultimate 
 › Avid Media Composer | Enterprise
 › Avid XMON EUCON
 › Adobe Audition
 › Adobe Premiere
 › Apple Logic Pro

 › Digital Audio Denmark DADman
 › Harrison Mixbus
 › MOTU Digital Performer
 › Magix Samplitude
 › Magix Sequoia
 › Merging Technologies Pyramix
 › Steinberg Cubase
 › Steinberg Nuendo
 › Trinnov Audio D-MON

*Please note that while these applications are EUCON-enabled, the extent of integration with 
Avid Pro Mixing control surfaces and supported software versions are at the sole direction of the 
respective manufacturer. For details, please contact the manufacturer.

http://www.avid.com/DNxIQ


AVID S1—Mix big in any space

Faders Eight motorized, touch-sensitive, 100 mm long-throw faders

Knobs Eight push-top, touch-sensitive rotary encoders

Additional controls
Assorted hardware buttons/keys for various functions and 
mode selections, including Mute, Solo, Record-enable, Bank, 
Nudge, and more

Software interface
Supports the free Avid Control app for iOS and Android 
(tablet not included), providing touchscreen control, project 
navigation, macro triggers, and more

Displays

Eight high-resolution OLED displays, plus multiple status 
LEDs and multicolor track buttons; channel metering, 
monitoring, processing, track status, automation modes, 
and other views provided by Avid Control 

Height (front, rear) 1.2 inches, 3.8 inches (29 mm, 97 mm)

Width 12.3 inches (312 mm)

Depth 14.9 inches (377 mm)

Weight 4.3 pounds (1.0 kg)

Scalability Connect up to four S1 controllers together, plus Avid Dock, to 
create an extended, fully integrated surface

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT

avid.com/S1
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MIXER VIEW—Adjust and view track levels, 
statuses, pan positioning, and other 
parameters using onscreen controls in a 
virtual channel strip layout.

TRACKS VIEW—Interact with up to 96 tracks 
at a time, making it easy to record, solo, and 
mute channels, and enable/disable track 
input monitoring.

CHANNEL VIEW—Insert and adjust EQ, 
dynamics, plugins, and more with full 
parameter controls, settings, and graphs. 
Even mix 9.1 surround.

METERS VIEW—Get an expanded view of 
your level meters, plus gain reduction—along 
with function graphs, automation status, 
and other indicators.

SOFT KEYS VIEW—Perform tasks fast with 
one-touch access to hundreds of software 
functions. Even trigger your own macros 
with customizable Soft Keys.

MONITORING VIEW—Assign and manage 
monitor controls in any EUCON-enabled 
monitoring system, as well as monitor 
sources in Pro Tools and other DAWs

 

Power Power
Switch

Footswitch
Ethernet

USB (for tablet charging)

Track color  
switches/ 

assignable 
soft keys (8)

Touch-sensitive
motorized  
faders (8)

Solo and  
Mute keys

Surface SHIFT
OLED displays (8)

Encoder assign Track navigation

Tablet stand
(Tablet not included)

Touch-sensitive channel 
encoders (8) with multifunction 
Sel and In keys and automation 
status LEDs

Record/Automation keys 
with automation status LEDs

Select keys

View and accelerate your mix 
with Avid Control on your tablet

SURFACE SPECIFICATIONS


